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A systematic analysis of the parameters associated with vortex pinning in novel superconductors containing nano-scale strong isotropic pinning centres (such as U/n
processed Bi2223/Ag tapes and nanoparticle added MgB2 ) has been carried out.
Although the systems studied are very different as regards their structures, types of
nano-scale defects and vortices, their pinning parameters (irreversibility fields and
the fields for the maximum volume pinning force) show distinct common features.
In particular, for moderate defect densities nφ , in all these systems the enhancement of the pinning parameters in nanostructured state is approximately linear in
nφ over sizable field and temperature windows. Accordingly, these systems exhibit
a kind of matching effects with the effective matching field Bφ , correlated with
the areal density of defects. The field Bφ forms a natural field scale for the vortex
pinning phenomena in such systems. However, at fields far from Bφ , an interplay
of different pinning mechanisms sets in. The impact of these results for the future
enhancement of the flux pinning and critical currents in nanostructured Bi2223 and
MgB2 superconductors is briefly discussed.
PACS numbers: 74.60.Ge,74.60.Jg,74.62.Dh
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1. Introduction
The technological success of superconductors depends on our ability to produce
wires capable of conducting large critical current densities Jc in high magnetic
fields. This task became feasible upon the discovery of type II superconductors
which remain superconducting in fields H ≤ Hc2 (upper critical field) well in exFIZIKA A 14 (2004) 1, 75–88
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cess of their thermodynamic critical field Hc . However, the quantized flux Φ0 and
the associated vortex in these materials can move due to the Lorentz force imposed
by current flow, which results in energy dissipation [1]. Flux motion can be prevented if the material contains imperfections that strongly and abruptly alter its
superconducting properties over spatially small regions. This vortex pinning occurs
because the condensation energy (lost in the normal vortex core) can be regained
by positioning the vortex on a normal defect. The most effective defect size is set
by the size of the vortex core ∼ ξ (the superconducting coherence length), and the
optimal defect density n is set by the field B required in a given application.
The optimization of the conventional superconductors (LTS) relies mainly [2, 3]
on the grain size (for compounds such as Nb3 Sn) and on simultaneous formation
of the fine non-superconducting precipitates (for alloys such as NbTi). The unique
combination of the vortex pinning by the grain boundaries and fine α-Ti precipitates
makes NbTi the most successful LTS.
The discovery [4] of high-temperature superconductors (HTS) made it possible to develop superconductors operating at both fields and temperatures well in
excess of those attainable with LTS. However, high-angle grain boundaries (that
form in untextured polycrystalline materials) in HTS form weak-links which limit
Jc and render untextured HTS useless for applications [5]. Further, large intrinsic
anisotropy and short ξ of HTS cause low-lying irreversibility fields (Jc vanishes
above Birr ) Birr ≪ Bc2 at elevated temperatures [6]. The problem of weak-links
has been partially circumvented by using various grain alignment techniques (which
reduce the areas of high-angle grain boundaries). In particular, large lengths of
Bi2212/Ag and Bi2223/Ag composite tapes with Jc (4.2 K, 25 T) ∼ 105 A/cm2
have been made [7]. However, no commercial solution for the problem of weak flux
pinning at elevated temperatures (low Birr ) has been found as yet [8]. At present,
columnar defects (CD) with diameters (c0 ) comparable to the superconducting coherence length (ξab ) are the most efficient flux pinning centers in HTS [8]. CDs
can be produced either by irradiation of HTS with heavy ions or with fission of
suitable atoms incorporated within HTS. The first method produces parallel CDs
and yields uniaxial enhancement of flux pinning, whereas the other technique produces randomly splayed CDs with isotropic pinning [8]. In particular, irradiation
of 235 U-doped Bi2223/Ag tapes with thermal neutrons (”U/n” treatment) causes,
both for field B parallel to the c-axis of Bi2223 grains and perpendicular to it,
large enhancements of the irreversibility field Birr and field Bmax (the pinning force
density Fp = Jc B reaches its maximum at B = Bmax ) [9].
The discovery of superconductivity in MgB2 compound [10] with Tc ≃ 39 K
made MgB2 a promising material [11] for the applications at T ≥ 20 K, which is
above Tc s of LTS. Indeed, simple preparation, the absence of weak links [12, 13, 14]
and rather high Jc of composite MgB2 wires [13, 15, 16, 17, 18] lend strong support
to these expectations. Unfortunately, compared to practical LTS (NbTi, Nb3 Sn),
MgB2 exhibits weak flux-pinning [11, 19], which results in low irreversibility field
Birr (4.2 K) ≈ 8 T [11]. Several techniques, such as alloying [20, 21, 22], particle
irradiation [23, 24, 25] and mechanical processing [18, 26] have been employed in
order to improve the flux-pinning in MgB2 , but with limited success. Better results
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were recently obtained by adding nanoparticles to MgB2 [27, 28, 29] . It appears
that a variety of nanoparticles considerably enhance the flux-pinning in MgB2 over
a wide temperature range T ≤ 30 K. In particular, the addition of 10 wt% of
SiC nanoparticles [28] yielded Birr (4.2 K) & 12 T, which is higher than that of
optimized NbTi [2]. Nanoparticles usually form nanoprecipitates [28] with size ∼ ξ
[11] within the MgB2 matrix, which ensure an efficient vortex pinning [30].
Here we compare the results for high-temperature magnetoresistance R(T, B)
and critical current density Jc (T, B) of MgB2 tapes doped with Si-nanoparticles
with those for U/n treated Bi2223/Ag tapes. Our results show strong similarity
in the variation of the vortex pinning parameters (Birr (T ), Bmax (T )) of these two
nanostructured systems. In particular, in both systems vortex pinning depends on
the density of nano-scale defects and both systems show the strongest enhancement
of the pinning parameters when the defect density approximately matches that
of the vortices. The impact of these results for the future development in bulk
nanostructured superconductors is briefly discussed.

2. Experimental procedures
The Ag-sheathed Bi1.83 Pb0.35 Sr1.95 Ca2.05 Cu3.05 Ox (hereafter Bi2223) tapes
were fabricated using the in-situ powder-in-tube technique [31]. Besides the control (undoped–unirradiated) sample, four samples with 235 U-oxide (UO2 · 2H2 O)
contents c = 0.15, 0.6 and 2 wt% (1wt% 235 U-oxide corresponds approximately to 0.33 at% 235 U) were irradiated with different thermal neutron fluences
0.2 · 1019 ≤ φ ≤ 5 · 1019 n/m2 . Fission of 235 U atoms produced randomly splayed
CDs with diameter c0 ≈ 5 nm and average length of 3 µm. Different c and φ
combinations resulted in four different fission track densities roughly proportional
to cφ, and from these parameters one can calculate [32] areal density of defects
and the corresponding matching field Bφ (at which the areal density of CDs is
approximately equal to the areal density of vortices).
Cu-sheathed MgB2 tapes and wires were prepared by the in-situ powder-in-tube
method [17]. In the doped samples, in addition to Mg (99%) and B (99%), c ≤ 10
wt% of Si-nanoparticles with an average size ∼ 50 nm was added. The total number
of samples was five (tapes with c = 0, 5 and 10 wt% of Si and wires with c = 0 and
5 wt% of Si). A low sintering temperature (670 – 690◦ C) and short sintering times
(six minutes in a high purity Ar gas) were employed [29] in order to avoid larger
diffusion of Cu into the MgB2 core [33]. This resulted in rather porous, low density
(∼ 50%) cores.
For both types of superconductors, samples were cut to an approximate length
of 2 cm. Current and voltage contacts were soldered on the corresponding sheaths
which were thinned with suitable etchants in order to increase the resistivity of
sheath and, therefore, to increase the sensitivity of electrical measurements. Magnetoresistance measurements were performed with exciting ac (frequency 18.4 Hz)
and IRMS = 1 mA, corresponding to a current density of J ≤ 1.4 A/cm2 , variations
in J being the consequence of different cross-sectional areas. For some samples
FIZIKA A 14 (2004) 1, 75–88
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of both types, we also used IRMS = 10 mA in order to verify that the observed
Birr (T ) variation does not depend on the magnitude of current within the lowcurrent regime. Magnetic field B ≤ 0.95 T was applied perpendicular to the broad
surface of tapes and perpendicular to the current direction in the temperature
range 50 – 120 K (Bi2223) and 28 – 40 K (MgB2 ). Critical currents Ic (T, B) were
measured with the pulse method (saw-tooth pulse with the duration 5 – 10 ms,
maximum amplitude 200 A) with the electric field criterion 1 µV/cm. Some data
relevant to our samples are given in Table 1.
TABLE 1. Some data relevant to our samples: type of sample, c is the weight
percentage of Si (MgB2 samples) or UO2 ·2H2 O (Bi2223/Ag samples), φ is the
thermal neutron fluence, Tc0 is temperature of the resistivity onset, Jc0 is critical
current density in zero field at Ts = 35 K (MgB2 samples) and 77 K (Bi2223/Ag
samples) and Bφ is the matching field.
Sample

c (wt%)

MgB2 wire

0
5
0
5
10

MgB2 tape

Bi2223/Ag
tape

0
2
0.15
0.6
0.6

φ (1019 n/m2 )

0
0.2
5
1.25
1.75

Tc0 (K)

Jc0 (Ts ) (A/cm2 )

38.1
36.6
37.9
36.4
36.5

3200
8400
22800
6600
2300

107.1
104.6
107.0
107.4
107.2

17000
12060
17100
20100
18860

Bφ (T)
0.15
0.3
0.6
0.21
0.37
0.39
0.54

3. Results and discussion
In Fig. 1a and b we compare the effects of defects with size ∼ ξ (nanoprecipitates
or CDs) on the high-temperature superconducting transitions of typical MgB2 /Cu
and Bi2223/Ag tapes.
Fig. 1a compares the superconducting transitions in fields B ≤ 0.9 T perpendicular to the tape plane for typical undoped and nanoparticle doped MgB2 tape. As
in other composite superconductors [34], the shape of these transitions is affected
by Cu-sheathing. However, the onset of resistance (hence Tc (R → 0) = Tc0 ) is
not affected by sheathing [34]. Since two samples had different R(39 K) and Tc0
(Table 1) values, we show results in normalized scales, i.e. R(T, B)/R(39 K, 0) vs.
t = T /Tc0 (B = 0). A strong shift of Tc0 with magnetic field (i.e. Tirr (B)) reflects
a rather weak flux-pinning in the undoped MgB2 . For the doped sample, the shift
of its Tc0 with field is sizably smaller, which indicates considerable enhancement
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of flux-pinning (i.e. the expansion of the vortex-solid regime). Furthermore, values
T/Tc0
0.85

0.90

0.95

1

R(T, B) /R (39 K, B=0)

1.0
0.8

a

0.6
0.4

Fig. 1. Temperature variation
of the normalized electrical resistance for: a) MgB2 undoped
tape (empty symbols) and tape
doped with 5 wt% Si (full) in
magnetic fields B = 0(), 0.1
( ), 0.4 (△) and 0.9 T (∇), b)
control Bi2223/Ag tape (empty)
and Bi2223/Ag tape with Bφ =
0.54 T (Table 1, full symbols) in
B = 0(), 0.1 ( ), 0.4 (△) and
0.95 T (∇).

0.2

R(T, B) /R (110 K, B=0)

0
1.0
0.8

b

◦

0.6
0.4

◦

0.2
0
0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

T/Tc0

of Tc0 for the doped sample in B . 0.3 T are compressed within a rather narrow
temperature interval, whereas those for the undoped one are more evenly spread
throughout the explored field range. Qualitatively the same behaviour was observed
for all nano-Si doped samples.
Fig. 1b compares the superconducting transitions in fields B ≤ 0.95 T perpendicular to the tape plane for control and U/n processed Bi2223 tape. The effect
of U/n processing of Bi2223/Ag is qualitatively the same as that of nanoparticles
in MgB2 (Fig. 1a). However, the field-induced broadening of the superconducting transitions and the overall shift of Tc0 with B is much larger for Bi2223/Ag
tapes than that for the MgB2 ones (Fig. 1a) which shows that at elevated temperatures (t > 0.6), vortex pinning in MgB2 is much stronger than that in Bi2223 [14].
Qualitatively the same results were obtained for all U/n processed samples. Taken
together, Figs. 1a and 1b show the enhancement of the irreversibility fields (resistive onsets) of the nanostructured samples relative to virgin ones for both systems
over most of the explored t-range (i.e. except for t ≃ 1 [30, 35]).
In Figs. 2a and 2b, we show the temperature variations of Birr for all samples
of both systems. Here we defined Birr with low-resistivity criterion (1 nΩcm and
5nΩcm for Bi2223/Ag and MgB2 /Cu samples, respectively) and use the temperaFIZIKA A 14 (2004) 1, 75–88
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ture scales which fit the best Birr (T ) variations for the corresponding virgin samples
[30, 35].
1-T/Tc0(B=0)
-3

-2

10
1

-1

10

10

Birr (T)

a

-1

10

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence
of the irreversibility field Birr in
appropriate temperature scales
for a) MgB2 samples: undoped
() and Si-doped () wire and
undoped ( ), 5 wt% (N) and 10
wt% Si-doped tape (H), and b)
Bi2223/Ag tapes: undoped (),
Bφ = 0.21 (•), 0.37 (N), 0.39 (H)
and 0.54 T ().
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For our undoped MgB2 samples (Fig. 2a), both the magnitudes and temperature variation of Birr are practically the same as the literature data for bulk MgB2
samples [11, 14, 25, 33, 36]. In particular, our values of Birr (T ) are equal to those
obtained from the onset of the third harmonic in the low-frequency ac susceptibility of a dense MgB2 sample [36], which shows that different methods for the
determination of Birr are equivalent (providing that criterion Jc → 0 is respected).
Approximately linear, Birr (t) variations for undoped samples below t = 0.95 extrapolate to Birr (4.2 K) ≈ 8 T (wire) and 8.4 T (tape), which are typical values for bulk
MgB2 [11]. For the doped samples, Birr increases initially rapidly with decreasing
temperature and shows slower, approximately linear variation at low temperatures.
The low-temperature Birr (T ) variations for doped samples extrapolate to Birr (4.2
K) ≈ 11 T (5 wt% Si) and 11.5 T (10 wt% Si). These values are consistent with the
other results for nanoparticle doped MgB2 [27, 28, 29] and are higher than Birr (4.2
K) for optimized NbTi wires. Fig. 2a shows that for t ≤ 0.98, Birr s of the doped
samples are higher than those of the undoped samples. Therefore, vortex pinning in
nanoparticle doped MgB2 is enhanced relative to that in undoped MgB2 at reduced
temperatures tirr ≤ 0.98. The plot of the ratio Birr (doped)/Birr (undoped) vs. t in
Fig. 3a confirms this fact.
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In spite of the vast difference in the superconducting properties between MgB2
and Bi2223 systems, and equally large difference in the nature and topology of the
t

0.92

Birr (doped)/Birr (undoped)

2.0

0.94

0.96

0.98

1

a

1.5

1.0

0.5

Fig. 3. The ratio
Birr (doped)/Birr (undoped) vs.
reduced temperature t = T /Tc0
for a) MgB2 5 wt% Si-doped wire
() and tapes with c = 5 wt%
Si (•) and 10 wt% (N), and b)
Bi2223/Ag tapes with Bφ = 0.21
(•), 0.37 (N), 0.39 (H) and 0.54
T ().
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0
3.0
b
2.5
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0.8
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defects introduced in two systems, the behaviour of their Birr (T ) is qualitatively
the same (Figs. 2a and 2b). In particular, Birr (T ) for U/n processed samples (Fig.
2b) is enhanced relative to that of the virgin sample over most of the temperature
range (t ≤ 0.95) and it also shows a change of slope on decreasing the temperature.
The change in the slope of Birr (T ) variation is specific for HTS containing
columnar defects [6, 37, 38, 39], where the crossover in Birr (T ) occurs around the
matching field Bφ = nφ Φ0 [38, 39]. In HTS containing columnar defects (CD),
the sharpness of the crossover depends primarily on the mutual alignment of CDs
and for well aligned CDs and field along CDs may result in a kink of Birr (T ) for
Birr ∼ Bφ [39]. This crossover occurs because the pinning of interstitial vortices for
Birr > Bφ is weaker than for vortices residing on the columns for Birr < Bφ . Therefore, the increase of Birr (T ) with decreasing temperature in samples containing CDs
becomes slower for Birr (T ) > Bφ . Accordingly, if Birr (T ) variation for virgin sample
(not containing CDs) of the same compound shows no change of slope within the
explored temperature interval, the ratio Birr,CD /Birr,virg should achieve maximum
value for Birr,CD ∼ Bφ . Since Birr (T ) increases with decreasing temperature, maximum of the ratio Birr,CD /Birr,virg should shift to lower temperatures on increasing
Bφ (i.e. the density nφ of correlated defects providing strong vortex pinning). This
FIZIKA A 14 (2004) 1, 75–88
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phenomenon is observed in our Ag/Bi2223 tapes containing randomly splayed CDs
(Fig. 3b) and somewhat surprisingly it also appears in our MgB2 samples doped
with Si-nanoparticles (Fig. 3a). Accordingly, from Figs. 2b and 3b we deduced
Bφ values for U/n processed Bi2223/Ag samples (Table 1) which agree very well
with the independent estimates based on topology and density of CDs [32] in our
samples. Similarly, from Figs. 2a and 3a we estimate Bφ ≈ 0.15, 0.3 and 0.6 T
(Table 1) for 5 wt% Si-doped wire, 5 wt% Si-doped tape and 10 wt% Si-doped
tape, respectively. Therefore, in our MgB2 samples doped with Si-nanoparticles,
Bφ (and nφ ) seems to increase with increasing Si-content and moreover Bφ is proportional to Si-content for the samples of the same type (tapes). From the values
of Bφ , we estimate nφ ≈ 7 · 1013 to 30 · 1013 m−2 for our doped samples. It is interesting to compare our estimated nφ s with the results of microstructural studies
for nanoparticle doped MgB2 .
The microstructural studies of the nanoparticle-doped MgB2 [27, 28, 29] show
finely dispersed precipitates within the MgB2 matrix with sizes ∼ 10 nm. For Si
and SiC doped MgB2 [28, 29], these precipitates are mainly Mg2 Si phase, and their
average density compares well with nφ values estimated above. Therefore, in our
tapes Mg2 Si nanoprecipitates, resulting from the reaction of Si-nanoparticles and
Mg during the sintering, act analogously to columnar defects in HTS. This outcome
appears rather surprising considering different nature and geometries of precipitates
and columns, as well as the different nature of vortices [6, 40] in these materials. The
matching effects are common in type-II superconductors [41] and are not specific
only to HTS. However, we note two important differences between vortex pinning
in nanoparticle doped MgB2 and HTS containing CDs. Firstly, Bφ (hence nφ )
in doped MgB2 samples depends not only on Si-content, but also on the type of
sample (tape or wire). This probably arises from the fact that the preparation
technique of MgB2 /Cu samples is still not optimized, which shows up in the strong
random variation of Jc0 values (Table 1) for MgB2 samples. (For Bi2223/Ag tapes,
Jc0 values show weak variation, Table 1.) Secondly, the enhancement of Birr for
Birr > Bφ in doped MgB2 samples remains high, and moreover, tends to saturate
(Fig. 3a), whereas in HTS samples this enhancement rapidly decreases for Birr > Bφ
(Fig. 3b) and usually vanishes for Birr ≈ 3Bφ [35]. The favourable effect of the
enhanced vortex pinning in Si-doped MgB2 samples for B ≫ Bφ may arise from
the alloying effects (which show up in a modest decrease of Tc0 on increasing Sicontent, Table 1) and/or from some other defects [28].
Different dominant vortex pinning mechanisms in virgin and nanostructured
samples imply also different field variations of their Jc and Fp = Jc B. In Fig. 4a,
we compare the Jc (B) variations for undoped MgB2 wire and tape doped with 10
wt% Si at the same reduced temperatures t ≥ 0.84. The undoped sample shows
approximately exponential Jc (B) variation, which is typical for MgB2 samples
[11, 19, 23, 28]. At low temperatures (high Ic ), the large self-field µ0 Hs makes
Jc (B < µ0 Hs ) nearly constant, whereas at elevated fields (B → Birr ), Jc rapidly
decreases to zero. The Jc (B) variation of doped MgB2 sample is quite different from
that for the undoped tape. The S-shaped Jc (B) curves of doped tape are reminiscent of those observed in HTS films, tapes (Fig. 4b) and crystals containing CDs [6].
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Further, for the same reduced temperature t, the decrease of Jc with B in the doped
tape 5is much smaller than that for the undoped one. In particular, for t ≈ 0.85,
10
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Fig. 4. Field variation of critical current density Jc at reduced temperatures denoted on
plot for the: a) MgB2 undoped
wire (empty) and 10 wt% Sidoped tape (full symbols) and
b) Bi2223/Ag undoped tape
(empty) and tape with Bφ =
0.54 T (full symbols).
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the relative decrease of the critical current density Jc (0.95 T)/Jc (0 T) for doped
sample is about 16 times smaller than that of the undoped one. Qualitatively, the
same behaviour was observed for all doped samples. Accordingly, the nanoparticle
doping enhances vortex pinning throughout the vortex-solid regime [6].
As illustrated in Fig. 4b, the effect of CDs on Jc (B) curves of Bi2223/Ag tapes
is qualitatively the same as that of nanoprecipitates in MgB2 (Fig. 4a). Since
samples in Fig. 4a and 4b have nearly the same Bφ , it is interesting to compare
their Jc (B) variation at the same t. Jc (t = 0.9) of U/n treated Bi2223/Ag tape
vanishes for B ∼ 0.1 T, whereas Jc (t = 0.9) for Si-doped MgB2 tape remains
large even at B = 0.95 T. This shows great potential of nanoparticle-doped MgB2 .
Jc (B) curves for all U/n processed samples showed enhanced vortex pinning and,
like in Si-doped MgB2 , this enhancement increased and persisted to higher fields
on increasing Bφ (nφ ).
From the experimental Jc (B, T ) results, we obtained the corresponding pinning
force density Fp (B, T ) curves for all samples. In a case of one dominant vortex
pinning mechanism, the shape of Fp (B) curves (especially the ratio Bmax /Birr )
may reveal this mechanism [3]. Both for Bi2223/Ag and MgB2 /Cu systems, we
observed significant difference between Bmax /Birr for nanostructured and virFIZIKA A 14 (2004) 1, 75–88
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gin samples. In particular, in U/n processed Bi2223/Ag tapes, we observed [35]
Bmax /Birr ≈ 0.43 within the temperature region in which vortex pinning on CDs
dominates (Birr (U/n) > Birr (virg). This ratio is consistent with ∆Tc -pinning mechanism anticipated for CDs [6] and is quite different from Bmax /Birr ≤ 0.3 observed
in virgin tapes [9] over the entire temperature range (t ≥ 0.62). For the undoped
MgB2 samples, we found Bmax /Birr ≈ 0.22, which is similar to that observed in
Nb3 Sn [3] and is consistent with a commonly accepted grain–boundary pinning
mechanism for a bulk MgB2 [12].
The enhancement of Bmax (t) in the doped MgB2 samples is larger than that of
Birr (t), which results in Bmax (t)/Birr (t) ≈ 0.29 for t ≤ 0.98. Such Bmax /Birr ratio is
unlikely to arise only from the grain boundary pinning [3] and was earlier observed
for U/n treated Bi2223/Ag tapes [9] with a modest density of splayed columnar
defects (Bφ . 0.2 T). Therefore, we propose that Bmax /Birr ≈ 0.29 arises from the
competition of at least two pinning mechanisms (for example, the grain boundary
pinning and the core pinning at nanoprecipitates) as was the case in Bi2223/Ag
tapes. A detailed investigation of Jc (B) curves extending over a broad temperature
range (which requires I > 200 A) is necessary in order to solve this problem.
In an attempt to extend our results to lower temperatures, we made an approximate analysis of published Jc (B) curves (derived from magnetization measurements) for nanoparticle doped MgB2 samples [27, 28, 29]. The extracted Bmax
values in general increase with the nanoparticle content (c) at all explored temperatures (T ≥ 4.2 K). The corresponding enhancement of Bmax due to nanoparticles
is often linear in c, which lends further support to our analysis.

4. Conclusions
Taken together, our results for U/n processed Bi2223/Ag tapes and Sinanoparticle-doped MgB2 /Cu samples are consistent with the knowledge gained
from the development of practical low-temperature superconductors (NbTi,
Nb3 Sn): the efficiency of flux pinning depends on our ability to introduce the
defects with relevant dimensions d ∼ ξ within the superconductor, which strongly
and abruptly alter its superconducting properties. Indeed, in both investigated systems, the efficiency of defects (splayed CDs or nanoprecipitates) stems from the
fact that d ∼ ξ is fulfilled over sizable temperature range. As regards the B − T
phase space, the efficiency of flux pinning in these systems persists to higher field
(Birr ) on increasing the density of defects. Further, we observe in both systems
quite pronounced matching effects, i.e. the relative enhancement of vortex pinning
caused by defects is the largest when the areal density of defects approximately
matches that of vortices, nφ .
In addition to these features, which are common to all type-II superconductors
of potential technological interest, the investigated systems also show some novel
features not to be found in either conventional nor in high-temperature superconductors. To our knowledge, nanoparticle doped MgB2 is the only superconducting
compound which contains nanoprecipitates within its grains. This offers the unique
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opportunity to apply the approach for the optimization of flux pinning similar to
that used in modern NbTi (an alloy) wires, i.e. to tune simultaneously the grain
and precipitate shapes and sizes. Such an approach is likely to produce remarkably
efficient vortex pinning over a large portion of B − T phase space. Unfortunately,
present-day MgB2 /Cu tapes exhibit wild variation in their superconducting properties (see Jc0 values in Table 1), a problem which has to be solved in order to make
practical superconductors.
Similarly, the U/n processed Bi2223/Ag tapes are a unique HTS system containing CDs without the use of high-energy particles. Further, the pinning of vortices
by CDs in this system is both isotropic and very strong. The main problems here
are the detrimental effects of U-oxide on Jc (which can be partially circumvented
by simultaneous optimization of c and Φ [9]) and the radiation induced in Agsheathing.
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ZAPINJANJE MAGNETSKIH VRTLOGA I KRITIČNE STRUJE U NOVIM
NANOSTRUKTURIRANIM SUPRAVODIČIMA
Predstavljamo sustavnu analizu parametara zapinjanja magnetskih vrtloga u novim
supravodičima koji sadrže jake izotropne nanoskopske centre zapinjanja kao što su
Bi2223/Ag trake obradene sa U/n i MgB2 punjen nanočesticama silicija. Iako su ti
materijali vrlo različiti u pogledu kristalne strukture, prirode vrtloga i nanoskopskih defekata, njihovi parametri zapinjanja vrtloga (ireverzibilna polja i polja maksimalne volumne sile zapinjanja) pokazuju izrazito slična svojstva. Npr., u tim
je materijalima pojačanje zapinjanja vrtloga pri umjerenim gustoćama defekata
nφ približno linearno s nφ u širokom području temperatura i magnetskih polja.
Ukratko, ti materijali pokazuju učinke usklad–ivanja s efektivnim poljima usklad–ivanja Bφ razmjernim nφ . Polje Bφ čini prirodnu ljestvicu polja za zapinjanje
vrtloga u takvim sustavima. Medutim, u poljima daleko od Bφ dolazi do miješanja
različitih mehanizama zapinjanja vrtloga. Sažeto se razmatra utjecaj ovih saznanja na buduće pojačanje zapinjanja vrtloga u nanostrukturiranim Bi2223 i MgB2
supravodičima.
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